
Case Number Release Note

00069294

Multi-line text values entered in a text block form field on e-Builder Mobile™ for Android will preserve line breaks without showing the 

html encoded value (&#13;).

00069952 In the Cost module, when a commitment invoice is being approved, a cost violation is now displayed whenever applicable.

00070682 When logging in to e-Builder Mobile™ for iOS v 1.2.5, account names starting with an asterisk will also be available to choose from.

00070829 The Home and Plus tab will no longer be missing their lower borders when inactive in IE8.

00070885 Printing via File > Print in IE8 will not cause the browser to crash.

00070938 Process instances will not jump to the first editable field when that field requires scrolling down to view.

00071076 Editing a meeting item discussion on the Event Details Page will now allow any portion of the text to be highlighted.

00071268 Mail merges for process instances with hundreds of custom field values will no longer time out.

00071301

When using the Commitment Change screens, custom fields will now accept default values when clicking Add Item without first opening 

the custom field dialog box. Additionally, when saving in the Cost module or submitting a process, if the footer item has not been added 

but is valid, it will add the item before it is saved.

00071311 Columns and headers are now locked on the Global Custom Field Dependencies and Process Data Field Dependencies pages.

00071463

When importing a process from the Processes module, a check will be done for non case sensitive characters on drop-down data field 

values, multi-select, and radio button list options, to ensure duplicate values are not created.

00071743 Custom commitment adjustments now set funding distributions for new commitment line items to 100%.

00072108 The amount retained or released now shows on the Invoice Details page of a commitment invoice.

00072770 Actuals approved will now maintain their value after changing commitment line item details.

00072827 Headers on the Folder Permissions page will now stay viewable as the user scrolls down.

00073040 Selecting more than 40 contacts to invite will no longer cause the Potential Bidders Page to halt when loading the contacts.

00073180 Reports exported from the Reports module with date columns can now be sorted in Microsoft Excel® by using the date columns.

00073213

In the Reports module, when creating a formula field that contains a string, it should be placed within the Trim function so that the 

formula can be flagged as a string type and processed properly.

00073242 In the Cost module, returning a unit cost commitment change to draft status from pending status no longer causes the unit cost to be 0.

00073274

Downloading multiple attachments at once from the attached documents tab on a process will stream out the zip file without any browser 

errors.

00073313 On the process instance page, the date and time that a process was attached is now recorded in the user’s time zone.

00073327

Non administrative users who have only view cost permission, and not modify cost permission, will be able to see all available projects 

listed in the project drop-down menu on the Cost Summary page.
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00073541 On the Submittal Item Details page, the Update Status button will now work in IE8.

00073555

If a user’s permission is removed from the main folder while they are viewing the Documents page, a message will be displayed informing 

them of this change.

00073625 Changing a project's image will now show the correct image on the Project Details page.

00073940 Deleting a form type that is associated with a View that contains permissions with roles will no longer cause a page error.

00074050 In the Planning module, exporting a project plan or comparing results will no longer result in a page error.
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